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SMART METER ROLLOUTS
UTILITY DEPLOYMENTS

I started working on this during the preliminary
phase of the 2008 presidential campaign as I once
again witnessed the failure of the political process to
look in a substantive way at energy issues. 
I realized we were likely headed toward a continuation
of the old politics of energy in which first one side and
then the other makes incremental gains in their agen-
da while the nation suffers. 

My hope is to help refocus and improve this
debate in the future. Writing this has been challenging
and it has forced me to take a hard, critical look at my
own views on energy and my performance as Energy
Secretary and to do the same with respect to the per-
formance of others. 

The result is a book that tried to outline both the
failures of the past and a plan for the future, while rec-
ognizing that there is plenty of blame to go around. 

(continued page 21)

This article summarizes smart meter deploy-
ments, planned deployments, and proposals by
investor-owned utilities and some public power utili-
ties. 

The program descriptions include the target
number of meters to be deployed for each utility in the
meters column, with approximate numbers of meters
deployed to date included in the notes column when-
ever possible. 

When applicable, details of Smart Grid
Investment Grants (SGIG) awards through the
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) are
included. 

The smart meter deployments by rural electric
cooperatives, though extensive, are not included in
this analysis.

Lisa V. Wood, Ph.D

Spencer Abraham

ABRAHAM'S TOP TEN 
ENERGY MYTHS & SOLUTIONS 

(continued page 17)
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PUBLISHER’S LETTER

Dick Flanagan
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It’s nice to read September coverage in the New York Times on Masdar that World-Gen reported
on in January. Our reporting took us to Abu Dhabi while the NYT reporter did the interview in New
York.

In this issue we are providing editorial on planned and proposed deployments of smart meters
across the United States in the next decade. If full deployment is achieved, 47 percent of US house-
holds will have installed meters by 2020. Lisa Wood, Executive Director of the Institute for Electric
Efficiency provided the “Smart Meter Rollouts” on page one.

Class of 2002 alum Spencer Abraham played a direct role in the formulation of US energy policy
for over a decade both as an elected and appointed official. He was elected to the Senate in 1994 and
served as Secretary of Energy in President George W. Bush’s first term. He addresses Ten Myths about
(and Real Solutions) to America’s energy crisis on page one. Energy independence can be achieved
with renewable energy, alternate forms of fuel and nuclear energy. We are entering the “Age of
Natural Gas” with 125 years of reserves. By raising CAFE standards 30 percent, we can lower oil
consumption by the same percentages. Finally, he sees no magic bullets but says we must improve
what we already have.

Lyn Corum tells us on page 13 that California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, known
as AB32, is transforming the state to a 33% renewable portfolio standard by 2020. The targets for
generation are: reduce electricity generation by 13,200 to 18,000 GWh (5,000 MW to 8,100 MW)
and natural gas use by 800 million therms by 2020, including strategies for energy efficiency; install
5,000 MW of renewable distributed generation statewide at the right locations on the power grid to
support reliability and provide economic value; feed-in-tariffs and other procurement strategies will be
expanded to address impediments to wholesale DG and combined heat and power systems; develop at
least one large-scale carbon capture and storage generating facility in California. 

Natural gas generation resources will continue to be essential to meet California’s demand for
energy. Procurement and resource adequacy programs will supply local reliability requirements and
system operational needs. The existing thermal fleet will be modified as needed to support renewable
integration with increased operational flexibility, ramping capability and regulation services. This
includes retiring, repowering, replacing and/or mitigating coastal power plants that use once-through
cooling which will be phased out by the mid-2020s to improve coastal and estuary environmental
quality. California will replace, through 2030, approximately 28,000 GWh of coal-fired generation
owned by or under long-term contracts to the state’s electric utilities.

Matt Wakefield returns to update a two-year EPRI smart grid demonstration project on page 14.
In the past two years, EPRI and collaborating electric utilities have made significant progress in
developing a foundation of tools and references, while performing research to support the advance-
ment of integration of Distributed Energy Resources in large scale demonstrations. Extracting knowl-
edge from not only the individual projects, but also across multiple projects where similar research is
being performed, is underway. The collaborative members are identifying the most important smart
grid research needs and EPRI will coordinate research across multiple projects to extend more value
for all members. Update provides information on the direction moving forward as well as an overview
of the work performed since 2008. Applying this approach to multiple large scale demonstration pro-
jects is relatively new. Utility companies have embraced the approach. In fact, EPRI has recently
announced it is extending the smart grid demonstration initiative through 2014 and accepting new
members.

The Northwest European electricity market can barely be described as a market, Ventyx’s Tracey
Dearnley asserts on page 15. Its key driver is not the supply/demand balance, but the increasingly
onerous and complex network of environmental policy measures, initiatives and subsidies. New build
and retirement decisions are influenced by the artificial carbon market, subsidy levels and current
and expected future emission limits. Each EU country has enacted its own package of incentives to
meet its share of emission targets. The LCPD directive is causing 14 gws of fossil plants to close by
2015 in Britain, Germany, France and Belgium. Ventyx predicts 86 gws of new renewables could
come on line by 2020 in NW Europe and 21 gws of new CCGT’s by 2020 in France, Germany and
Britain.

On page 16, Lewis Reynolds offers five solutions for breaking the US chains of oil dependence. He
wants to see investing to process alternative fuels and mentions gasification as the first step. Biomass
can ease the transition away from petroleum use. Cultivating energy crops like switchgrass and arun-
do on land not used for other agricultural production would be a major step, as would establishing a
price floor for crude oil, imposing an import tariff and developing more fuel-efficient cars.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
IP EXPANDS

LONDON, UK – The Boards of GDF
SUEZ SA and International Power entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding
detailing the terms and conditions of the
proposed combination. The Boards believe
the combination will offer an excellent geo-
graphic and operational fit between both
businesses.

BECHTEL TO EPC
FREDERICK, MD - Bechtel has

joined with two other companies to develop
a 20 MW offshore wind farm on Lake Erie.
Bechtel Development Company, Cavallo
Great Lakes Ohio Wind, and Great Lakes
Wind Energy, comprise Great Lakes Ohio
Wind (GLOW), which will own and develop
the project. 

GE, TVA SIGN
ATLANTA, GA - GE signed a five

year, $116 million service alliance with the
Tennessee Valley Authority.  Under the
agreement, GE will provide service support
for the next 24 planned outages at TVA’s
Brown’s Ferry nuclear plant and the
Paradise, Bull Run and Widow’s Creek fos-
sil (steam) plants.

AMSC, DOW INVEST
DEVENS, MA - American

Superconductor Corporation acquired a 25
percent ownership position in Blade
Dynamics Ltd., a designer and manufactur-
er of advanced wind turbine blades founded
in the United Kingdom in 2007.  The Dow
Venture Capital group also made an  invest-
ment in Blade Dynamics. 

Louisiana Economic Development is
providing an incentive package to help
Blade Dynamics establish and operate a
manufacturing facility in New Orleans,
expected to add 600 new jobs.

ITRON, CISCO TEAM
LIBERTY LAKE, WA; SAN JOSE, CA

Itron and Cisco announced a strategic
alliance to deliver a definitive 21st century
Internet Protocol based communications
platform to the smart grid market. 

“The alliance between Cisco and Itron
represents a major step forward in the real-
ization of a modern, more intelligent energy
infrastructure.  We aim to enable standard-
ization of the smart-grid architecture and
help create an end-to-end communications
platform,” said Laura Ipsen, Cisco senior
vice president and general manager for the
Smart Grid business unit. Ipsen is a mem-
ber of World-Gen’s Class of 2010.

ABB INVESTS 
IN TRILLIANT

ZURICH, SW - ABB invested $20 mil-
lion in California-based Trilliant. ABB is
part of a syndicate that invested a total of
$106 million in Trilliant’s second round of
financing.

“ABB’s expertise in grid infrastruc-
ture and network management make the
Group an ideal partner for Trilliant,” said
Andy White, President and CEO of
Trilliant. White is a member of the Class of
2004.

EMERSON ACQUIRES
ICS

PITTSBURGH, PA - Emerson Process
Management has acquired Innovative
Control Systems Inc., a leader in turbine
control upgrades for power generation
applications. The acquisition expands
Emerson’s capabilities in the growing com-
bustion turbine automation market. 

"We are delighted to gain ICS' skills
and experience in turbine control retrofits,"
said Bob Yeager, president of the Power &
Water Solutions division of Emerson
Process Management.  Yeager is a member
of the Class of 2007.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
CH2M HILL SELECTED

DENVER, CO - CH2M HILL has
received a contract to provide program
management services for building the Tres
Amigas SuperStation in Clovis, New
Mexico.  Construction of the SuperStation
is projected to begin in 2012 and be com-
pleted in 2014.

Phil Harris, CEO and founder of Tres
Amigas, LLC, said, “The Tres Amigas
SuperStation will offer multiple benefits to
power consumers and energy producers
across North America.” Harris is a member
of the Class of 2005.

DUPONT INVESTS
FAYETTEVILLE, NC - DuPont

announced that production of polyvinyl fluo-
ride (PVF) polymer resin, a critical raw
material used to make high-performance
DuPont™ Tedlar® polyvinyl fluoride film,
has begun at the DuPont Fayetteville
Works facility. 

Increasing production at Fayetteville
is part of the multi-phase $295 million
investment by DuPont to more than double
Tedlar® film capacity for the fast-growing
photovoltaic industry.  Additional Tedlar®
film production is expected to start up at
Circleville, Ohio, in 2011.

CUMMINS PARTNERS
GRAND FORKS, ND - The Energy &

Environmental Research Center at the
University of North Dakota, in partnership
with Cummins Power Generation, Inc., has
begun a project to demonstrate the produc-
tion of heat and power from high-moisture
biomass. Cummins Power provided the
electrical generator for the project. The
Cummins generator, which normally runs
on natural gas, was modified to run on syn-
thetic natural gas (syngas).  

The EERC’s gasification unit can con-
vert a range of fuels, such as forestry, agri-
cultural, and industrial biomass waste; ani-
mal waste; waste plastics; and railroad ties
or cable poles as well as a range of coals,
into clean syngas. 

ABB, GM COLLABORATE
CARY, NC - ABB and General Motors

have signed a non-exclusive memorandum
of understanding to cooperate on a
research and development project. The pro-
ject will examine the potential of reusing
spent lithium-ion battery packs from GM’s
electric car, as a means of providing cost-
effective energy storage capacity.

GEH, TATA TEAM
WILMINGTON, NC - GE Hitachi

Nuclear Energy has signed a preliminary
agreement with India’s Tata Consulting
Engineers, Ltd. to explore potential project
design and workforce development oppor-
tunities in support of GEH’s future nuclear
projects in India.   

India currently has 19 reactors that
generate a combined 4,560 MWe but plans
to expand its installed nuclear generation.

GRID NET, ORACLE JOIN
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - Grid Net will

work  with Oracle to deliver advanced dis-
tribution management systems and meter
data management technology to support
utilities’ Smart Grid deployments. 

As a Gold level member of the Oracle
Partner Network, Grid Net will work close-
ly with Oracle to help deliver complete,
open, and integrated Smart Grid solutions
to the utilities.

AWEC LAUNCHED
MOJAVE, CA - Terra-Gen Power

broke ground for the Alta Wind Energy
Center.  

AWEC will have the capacity to gener-
ate 1,550 megawatts of clean renewable
energy— nearly double the capacity of the
largest existing wind energy project. The
Alta projects will create more than 3,000
domestic jobs. 
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PATTERN, PREPA TEAM
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - Pattern

Energy Group has entered into a 20-year
power purchase and operating agreement
with the Puerto Rico Electric Power
Authority for the sale of 75 megawatts pro-
duced at the project. The Pattern Santa
Isabel Wind Project is expected to begin
producing electricity in late 2011. 

NRG SIGNS RILEY
DANVERS, MA - Riley Power signed

a contract to design and supply a Selective
Catalytic Reduction system for NRG
Energy's Indian River Generating Station in
Millsboro, Delaware.

Riley Power will supply the SCR sys-
tem for the plant's 440 megawatt unit 4, to
be commissioned by the end of 2011.

OG&E SELECTS
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK - OG&E

selected Alcatel-Lucent to build a private
wide area network (WAN) to support its
smart grid implementation.  The company
also announced the choices of Osmose
Utilities Services, Inc., to conduct a com-
plete inventory of its distribution network
and the ABB Group to provide a distribu-
tion management system.  

TRES AMIGAS INKS
KANSAS CITY, MO - Burns &

McDonnell has been selected to provide
engineering design and development sup-
port services for the Tres Amigas
SuperStation power transmission hub that
will link America’s three primary electric
transmission grids.

“Tres Amigas is engaging the world’s
elite engineering, project management and
technology organizations to connect
America’s balkanized power grids for the
first time ever with the Tres Amigas
SuperStation,” said Phil Harris, CEO and
founder of Tres Amigas, LLC. Harris is a
member of the Class of 2005.

PROGRESS SELECTS
VOGT

LOUISVILLE, KY - Vogt Power
International Inc. has been selected by
Progress Energy Carolinas to supply Heat
Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) for
the company's Lee and Sutton power plants.

Progress Energy announced the
retirement of 11 coal-fired units that lack
air-emissions control equipment at four
sites in North Carolina.  Switching from
coal to natural gas is expected to result in a
40-50 percent drop in the carbon dioxide
emissions rate, a 95 percent reduction in
the nitrogen oxide emissions rate, and near
elimination of sulfur dioxide and mercury
emissions.

WESTINGHOUSE
SPEARHEADS

PITTSBURGH, PA - Westinghouse
Electric Company will be the key organiza-
tion spearheading industrial applications for
one of the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Energy Innovation Hubs.   U.S. Deputy
Secretary of Energy Daniel Poneman
announced selection of a team led by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for an
award of up to $122 million over five years
to establish and operate a new Modeling
and Simulation for Nuclear Reactors
Innovation Hub. 

The Hub operating team, called the
Consortium for Advanced Simulation of
Light Water Reactors (CASL), will use the
advanced capabilities of the world's most
powerful computers to make significant
leaps forward in nuclear reactor design and
engineering.  The CASL’s ultimate objective
is to create a “virtual reactor,” which takes
advantage of tremendous achievements
recently obtained in modeling and comput-
ing simulation to create a representation of
the behavior of the reactor core and prima-
ry system, which defines reactor perfor-
mance and safety.

INDUSTRY NEWS
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XTREME POWER
SELECTED

KYLE, TX - Xtreme Power has been
chosen as the storage provider for the Tres
Amigas SuperStation.  Tres Amigas LLC, a
merchant transmission company, is provid-
ing the first common interconnection of
America’s three power grids. Xtreme
Power’s Dynamic Power Resource will
ensure the reliable flow of power, control-
ling and smoothing the variations for
gigawatts of energy output and delivery
amongst the Eastern, Western (WECC)
and Texas (ERCOT) Interconnections.

SMART GRID STUDIED
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA -

Although $4.5 billion in government stimu-
lus funds have been earmarked for the
development of smart grid utility systems
and infrastructure, awareness of the tech-
nology tends to be low among residential
customers of electric utilities.

According to the J.D. Power and
Associates 2010 Electric Utility Residential
Customer Satisfaction Study,SM fewer than
one in six residential customers say they
are aware of actions taken by their utility to
implement smart grid and smart meter
technology. While overall awareness of utili-
ty actions to implement smart grid technol-
ogy is relatively low, awareness has
increased slightly during the past year,
from 12 percent in July and August 2009 to
16 percent in April and May 2010.

B&W, BECHTEL ALIGN
WASHINGTON, DC - Babcock &

Wilcox Nuclear Energy, Inc. and Bechtel
Power Corporation have entered into a for-
mal alliance to design, license and deploy
the world's first commercially viable
Generation III++ small modular nuclear
power plant, to be known as Generation
mPower. 

"The formation of Generation
mPower is a turning point in the nuclear
power plant industry. It has the potential to
be a real game changer," said Jack Futcher,
president of Bechtel's power business.
Depending on regulatory approval and
other factors, the first plant could be
deployed as early as 2020.  Futcher is a
member of the Class of 2010.

TENDRIL PIONEERS
BOULDER, CO– The World

Economic Forum recognized Tendril as
one of the most innovative technology start-
ups. The Forum announced the new class
of Technology Pioneers, from 13 countries
and five continents. 

DOE FUNDS
WASHINGTON, DC -  Energy

Secretary Steven Chu announced that a $43
million loan guarantee has been finalized
for Beacon Power Corporation’s 20
megawatt innovative flywheel energy stor-
age plant in Stephentown, NY.  The plant
will help improve the stability and reliability
of the state’s electric grid and will create 20
construction jobs in New York and 40 per-
manent jobs in Massachusetts.

URS SELECTED
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - URS

Corporation has been selected to provide
construction management services for the
Hudson Ranch I project, a 49-megawatt,
high-temperature geothermal power gener-
ation project in Imperial County, California,
located on the shore of the Salton Sea. 

The power plant will take approxi-
mately 21 months to build. 

CISCO TO ACQUIRE
SAN JOSE, CA - Cisco announced its

intent to acquire privately held Arch Rock
Corporation based in San Francisco. Arch
Rock will accelerate Cisco’s ability to facili-
tate the utility industry’s transition to an
open and interoperable smart grid. Cisco
can offer a comprehensive and highly
secure advanced metering infrastructure
solution.
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Detailed Design • EPC • CM • Studies • Owner & Bank Engineering

CLIENTELE:

Utilities • IPPs • Industry • Universities • OEMs • Banks/Investors

PROJECTS:

Biomass • Solar (Thermal & PV) • Wind • Simple & Combined Cycle • Fluidized Bed/PC/Stoker Boilers
Biofuels • Landfill Gas • MSW • Gasification • Pyrolysis • Plant Improvements • Air Pollution Control
Engine-Generators • CHP/Cogeneration • Energy Savings • Facilities/Buildings & Systems

3131 Broadway Kansas City, Missouri 64111 816.285.5500 www.bibb-eac.com

President: Lou Gonzales Business Development: Jason Moe, Tony Jaime, Kevin Bibb
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ALSTOM LAUNCHES
AMARILLO, TX – Alstom held a cere-

mony with officials of the Amarillo
Economic Development Corporation to
commemorate the construction of their
115,000 square foot wind turbines nacelle
assembly facility. The Alstom nacelle
assembly facility, scheduled to be opera-
tional in 2011, will create 275 full time jobs.

DEGS SOLARS
CHARLOTTE, NC - Duke Energy

Generation Services, which owns and
develops renewable power assets, raised
approximately $45 million by leveraging its
ownership of the 14-megawatt Blue Wing
Solar Project, currently under construction
in San Antonio. Prudential Capital Group
provided the 25-year loan.

SIEMENS SELECTED
GARFIELD COUNTY, WA - Puget

Sound Energy has ordered 149 wind tur-
bines rated at 2.3 megawatts each for
Phase I of the Lower Snake River Wind
project. PSE signed a five year service
agreement and has an option to purchase
an additional 110 units in 2012 for later
phases of the project. 

AEIS EXPANDS
FORT COLLINS, CO - Advanced

Energy Industries (AEIS) signed a defini-
tive agreement to acquire PV Powered Inc.
PV Powered is a leader for high-reliability
transformer-based PV inverters utilized in
commercial roof top and ground mount sys-
tems in the North American market.

NRG SIGNS
PRINCETON, NJ -  NRG Energy has

signed a definitive agreement with an affili-
ate of The Blackstone Group L.P. to pur-
chase 3,884 megawatts of Dynegy assets in
California and Maine for $1.36 billion, or
$351/kilowatt. In a separate transaction,
NRG has agreed to acquire the Cottonwood
Generating Station, a 1,279 MW natural
gas-fueled plant in the Entergy zone of east
Texas, from Kelson Limited Partnership for
$525 million, or $410/kilowatt. Both acquisi-
tions are expected to close by year end.

MINGYANG EMBARKS
DALLAS, TX - Mingyang Wind Power

Industry Group Co., Ltd., the third largest
wind energy company in China, opened a
Dallas-based operations office.  

Mingyang is not government owned,
and its major shareholder and strategic
partner is Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China, the world’s largest bank.

TRES AMIGAS SELECTS
SANTA FE, NM - Tres Amigas select-

ed Viridity Energy to design, build and
operate the power trading platform for the
Tres Amigas SuperStation.  

Tres Amigas President and CEO Phil
Harris said, “The commercial operation of
the SuperStation requires experience in
transmission system network operations
and services across multiple regions as well
as knowledge of wholesale power markets.”
Harris is a member of the Class of 2005.

CEG TO ACQUIRE
BALTIMORE, MD - Constellation

Energy has signed an asset purchase agree-
ment with Boston Generating to acquire its
2,950-megawatt fleet for approximately $1.1
billion, or roughly $372/kW. 

The proposed transaction is expected
to be consummated through a court-
approved bankruptcy proceeding to be initi-
ated by Boston Generating. If approved,
Constellation Energy's bid would then be
considered the price to be beat in an asset
auction to be held later this year. 

December 14 – 16, 2010
Orange County Convention Center

West Halls  |  Orlando, FL
www.power-gen.com

Owned & Produced by:Flagship Media Sponsor:
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MET LIFE INVESTS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - Pattern

Energy Group announced that MetLife has
made an equity partnership investment in
Pattern’s Gulf Wind project, a fully opera-
tional 283 megawatt wind farm located in
Kenedy County, TX. 

“This investment in Gulf Wind builds
upon the more than $1 billion that MetLife
has already invested in renewable energy
projects,” said Steve Kandarian, executive
vice president and chief investment officer
for MetLife.

PIC RENEWED
ATLANTA, GA - PIC and its subsidiary,

PIC del Peru S.A.C., have renewed the opera-
tions and long term maintenance contracts
for the Aguaytia Power Project.  The extend-
ed contract will continue through 2013.  The
plant is owned by Duke Energy Egenor.

EURUS DEVELOPS
PRINCETON, NJ - Eurus Energy

America and NRG Solar joined forces to build
the largest solar photovoltaic  generating facil-
ity in California.  When operating at full capac-
ity, the three Avenal zero-emission solar pro-
jects, Avenal Park, Sun City and Sand Drag,
will generate a total of 45 megawatts. The
California Public Utilities Commission has
approved the 20-year Avenal power purchase
agreements with Pacific Gas & Electric. 

STRUTHERS WELLS
INKED

HOUSTON, TX - Struthers Wells has
received an order from Mustang
Engineering for a vertical Shell & Tube
Heat Exchanger to function in a  Waste
Heat (flue gas) Steam Generator applica-
tion, to be installed at Valero Energy
Corporation's Ardmore Refinery in
Ardmore, OK.  Mustang's ECO Solutions
group provides environmentally-oriented
engineering and construction services to
the LNG, carbon management, renewable
fuels and power, and water resources mar-
kets.

NGP FUNDED
VANCOUVER, BC - Nevada

Geothermal Power Inc. (NGP) has closed a
US $98.5 million loan with John Hancock
Financial Services as lead lender and the
U.S. Department of Energy as loan guaran-
tor for 80 percent of the loan.

PPL SIGNS GE
ATLANTA, GA -  PPL Electric Utilities

launched a smart grid project using GE’s
distribution management system. 

GE’s network management software
collects and analyzes information from
across the power grid to control the flow of
electricity in response to ever-changing
demand.

AES, SDI SIGN
ARLINGTON, VA; SEOUL, SK - 

AES Energy Storage and Samsung SDI,
announced a Joint Development and Supply
Agreement to develop and deploy multi-
megawatt energy storage systems. 

Samsung SDI plans to supply an initial
20MW of Battery Energy Storage Systems
to AES. 

WOOD GTS AWARDED
HOUSTON, TX - Wood Group GTS

has been awarded a 10-year service con-
tract by Samsung Heavy Industries to pro-
vide operations, maintenance and support
services for Samsung’s 2.5 MW wind tur-
bines in Lubbock. 

The installation is the first in North
America for Samsung.

Congratulations to the 2010 Platts Global Energy Awards Finalists

Finalists were chosen from a list of well over 200 nominations, based on their 
performance for each category’s criteria within the designated time frame. The 
Energy Company of the Year will be selected from this overall list of fi nalists by 
the independent panel of judges including former regulators, past heads of major 
energy companies, leading academics and international energy experts.

Winners of the 2010 Global Energy Awards will be announced at a black-tie 
celebration on December 2, 2010 at Cipriani Wall Street in New York City.

To see the full list of fi nalists please visit: 
www.GlobalEnergyAwards.com

Principal Sponsor

Celebration Sponsor Opening Reception Sponsor

Recognizing the Stars of the Global Energy Industry

Co-Sponsors

+720-548-5478  •  www.GlobalEnergyAwards.com
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BANGLADESH
Energypac Power Generation Limited

ordered 24 Rolls-Royce Bergen B32:40,16
cylinder diesel engines. Sixteen engines
will provide 100MW of power at the
Gopalgunj power station and eight engines
will provide 50MW of electrical power at
Faridpur.

CHINA
Emerson Process Management will

install its OvationTM expert control system
at Unit 1 and Unit 2 of the new Guizhou
Xingyi Power Plant, located in Qingshuihe
County in China’s Guizhou Province. 

Emerson will supply a total of 42
Ovation controllers and 8 workstations.

CHINA
Westinghouse Electric Company, its

consortium team member The Shaw
Group, China's State Nuclear Power
Technology Corporation, and Shandong
Nuclear Power Company announced the
successful completion of the first pour of
basemat structural concrete for the nuclear
island of Unit 2 at the Haiyang site.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Wärtsilä has been awarded a contract

to supply equipment on a turnkey basis for
a barge-mounted power plant power project
for the Dominican Republic. The plant will
run on natural gas, and will have an output
of 106 MW to be supplied to the national
grid. It is scheduled to be operational
before the end of 2011.

GABON
Bechtel is providing management and

technical support to the Gabonese govern-
ment as it develops a national infrastructure
master plan. The plan will prioritize invest-
ment and development needs, while balanc-
ing Gabon’s commitment to sustainable
development, over the next 10-15 years. In
addition, Bechtel is assisting the govern-
ment in forming a National Agency for
Major Projects, which will have the respon-
sibility to implement the approved master
plan. This is Bechtel’s second major project
in Gabon, having supported Gabon’s eco-
nomic development planning in the 1980s.

GERMANY
ABB won an order worth around $700

million, from the German transmission grid
operator, Transpower, to supply an 800-
megawatt power link that will connect more
offshore wind farms in the DolWin1cluster,
located in the North Sea to the mainland
German grid, to be operational by 2013.

HAITI
NRG Energy and Solar Electric Light

Fund will expand the use of solar power to
meet electricity needs for the Haitian
Central Plateau commune of Boucan Carre.

INDIA
AMSC has received its first order for

wind turbine electrical control systems
from Inox Wind Limited, part of India’s
Inox Group of Companies. Inox will use the
systems in its 2 megawattdoubly-fed induc-
tion wind turbines designed by AMSC
Windtec.

INDIA 
Wärtsilä has signed an agreement

with KVK Energy Group to supply power
generating equipment and engineering for
a gas power plant to be built in
Rajahmundry, Andhra Pradesh, India.

ITALY
Martifer Solar has signed an agree-

ment with Sunflower Italy Srl for the con-
struction of a 2.1 MW solar photovoltaic
plant installed near the city of Alessandria,
Northern Italy. 

MEXICO
The Spanish contractor, Acciona

Instalaciones, has received an order from
Commission Federal de Electricidad,
Mexico, for a diesel power plant with an
MAN B&W 12K80MC-S prime mover.

November 1–3, 2010
Montreal, Quebec
CanWEA’s Annual Conference and Exhibition will bring
together over 2,500 delegates and 250 exhibiting
companies from around the world to discuss the
latest developments and emerging opportunities in
Canada’s fast growing wind energy industry.

The event will provide an exclusive opportunity
to network with industry leaders and generate
new business.

Join us at Canada’s largest wind
energy conference.

Canadian Wind Energy Association 
Annual Conference and Exhibition

REGISTER
Learn more about the emerging 
opportunities in the Canadian 
wind energy industry

EXHIBIT
Promote your products and 
services and network with global 
industry professionals

SPONSOR
Enhance your corporate visibility 
and position your company as a 
leader in this rapidly growing industry 

www.canwea2010.ca
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MOROCCO
GE and its consortium partner,

Cegelec SAS of France, have received a
contract totaling more than €200 million for
the 300 megawatt Kenitra power plant.

POLAND
Foster Wheeler Global Power Group

has been awarded a contract by GDF SUEZ
for the design, supply and erection of a 190
MWe 100% biomass-fired circulating flu-
idized-bed (CFB) boiler island for the
Polaniec power station. 

Construction completion and start of
operation of the new steam generator is
scheduled for fourth-quarter 2012. 

PORTUGAL
GE and wind energy developer

Iberwind Group SA have signed a 10-year
operational and maintenance services
agreement to cover two Iberwind wind
farms, Lomba Da Seixa II wind farm in
Montalegre and Senhora Da Vitoria wind
farm in Nazaré.

QATAR
Siemens Energy has received addi-

tional orders from Qatar General Water &
Electricity Corporation (Kahramaa), the
Doha-based and state-owned utility. to
expand the power distribution network in
the state of Qatar. Siemens will supply sub-
stations and switchgear valued at EUR510
million, as well as associated cables valued
at €90 million. 

RUSSIA
Siemens Energy has received an

order for the supply of the main compo-
nents for Yuzhnouralskaya GRES-2 com-
bined cycle power unit. Delivery of the
components is scheduled for the summer of
2011. After the start of operation at the end
of 2012, the plant will supply power to the
southern Urals.

SCOTLAND
Alstom has secured an order worth

over €200 million from Scottish Power
Renewables (SPR), a subsidiary of the
Spanish energy group Iberdrola
Renovables, to build a 217 MW extension to
the Whitelee wind farm in Scotland. Under
the terms of the agreement, Alstom will
install 69 ECO 100 wind turbines, each with
an output of 3 MW, and six ECO 74 wind
turbines, each with an output of 1.67 MW,
to be fully operational in May 2012.

SCOTLAND
Natural Power has opened a new

office in Inverness, Scotland, and is cur-
rently conducting ecology work on over
forty UK wind farm sites, both onshore and
offshore.

SLOVAKIA
A consortium comprising AREVA and

Siemens Energy will supply digital supervi-
sion, protection and control (I&C) systems
for units 3 & 4 of the Mochovce nuclear
power. Slovenské Elektrárne a subsidiary of
the Enel Group, is completing the construc-
tion of two reactors.

SOUTH KOREA
Emerson won a contract to apply its

PlantWebTM digital plant architecture with
OvationTM expert control system at units 3
and 4 of the Samcheonpo thermal power
plant, located in South Gyeongsang
Province in South Korea.

THAILAND
German wind developer Pro Ventum

International is teaming up with GE to build
a 90-megawatt wind farm. GE will supply 36
2.5-megawatt wind turbines to the Thep
Sathit Wind Farm.

TURKEY
Foster Wheeler Global Power Group

has been awarded a contract for the design
and supply of two axial deaerating surface
condensers for the Samsun power plant in
Turkey. The delivery of the two condensers
is scheduled for the first quarter of 2011. 

UAE
Parsons Brinckerhoff has been

awarded a contract by AbuDhabi
Transmission & Despatch Company
(TRANSCO), to provide engineering con-
sultancy and site supervision services for
the replacement of overhead electric lines
with underground cables.

UAE
Nexans has been awarded a 90 mil-

lion euros turnkey contract by DEWA
(Dubai Electricity and Water Authority) to
construct Dubai’s first Extra High Voltage
(EHV) underground cable system operat-
ing at 400 kV.

UK
A Babcock and Balfour Beatty joint

venture has been awarded the two year
contract for the early contractor engage-
ment phase of the Box Encapsulation Plant
Product Store 1 and Comprehensive Import
Export Facility (BEPPS1 and CIEF) project
by Sellafield Limited.

The BEPPS1 and CIEF project com-
prises the completion of a nuclear waste
store and a new import/export facility to
handle radioactive waste, arising from
nuclear decommissioning operations at the
Sellafield site in West Cumbria.

UK
BABCOCK’s Nuclear Division

achieved the “Areva Certified Supplier” sta-
tus, based on 25 criteria concerning quality,
sustainable development and competitive-
ness. 
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STIDHAM TO COO 
Tres Amigas

appointed David
Stidham as the com-
pany’s Chief
Operating Officer.
The appointment of
Mr. Stidham coin-
cides with the for-
mal opening of Tres
Amigas’ new corpo-
rate headquarters in Santa Fe. 

TENDRIL ADDS 
Tendril

announced that
Craig Cavey joined
the company’s exec-
utive team as senior
vice president. 

URS NAMES  
John Barrett has been named Vice

President at URS Corporation and will
serve as Private Sector Leader for the
Pacific Group.

WESTINGHOUSE APPOINTS  

Westinghouse Electric Company’s
Nuclear Automation product line appointed
Meena Mutyala vice president, Engineering
and Product Development for Nuclear
Automation and Jan Dudiak vice president,
Operations and Production for Nuclear
Automation.

SCHOOLENBERG
APPOINTED 

Dr. Trudy
Schoolenberg, PhD,
has been appointed
Vice President,
Global R&D in
Wärtsilä Industrial
Operations. 

EPRI NAMES 
Electric Power

Research Institute
(EPRI) appointed
Neil Wilmshurst as
vice president of the
Nuclear Sector.

ROBINETTE JOINS 
Daniel J.

Robinette, PE, has
joined The Merrick
Consultancy to work
in the area of water,
wastewater, and
energy.

TRICON ADDS  
TRICON Power Group announced

that Chuck Black, formerly President of
Tampa Electric Company, has affiliated with
the Group as a consultant.  TRICON pro-
vides integrated construction contract con-
sulting services.

NOLEN NAMED
Dresser

Waukesha named
Scott Nolen vice
president of power
generation. Nolen
comes to Dresser
Waukesha from
Cameron
Compression
Systems.

VOGT APPOINTS  
Vogt Power has announced Tony

Thompson is being promoted to Chief
Technology Officer, and Joe Nitzken has
joined Vogt Power as Vice President of
Engineering, replacing Thompson.

SORBO JOINS   
CH2M HILL announced the hire of

Ric Sorbo as Senior Vice President in its
Energy and Chemicals Business Group,
based in the Houston office.

HEDERMAN JOINS DELOITTE
William Hederman, former FERC

Director, has joined the energy and
resources industry group at Deloitte. 

David Stidham

Craig Cavey

Trudy Schoolenberg

Meena Mutyala

Neil Wilmshurst

Daniel J. Robinette

Scott Nolen

Jan Dudiak

World-Gen covered the World Energy Congress (WEC) in
Montreal and will report on the proceedings in our November-
December issue. We will also be covering Solar Power
International, ANS and Grid Week  and have been invited to par-
ticipate in the “Nuclear Energy Press” trip to Tennessee. Please
visit www.world-gen.com for information on closing dates and
advertising rates.
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January/February 2011
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California’s electric infrastructure is in
the midst of transformational change far
greater than was envisioned in the state’s late
lamented restructuring plan adopted in 1996,
and dismantled to a great extent in 2001. The
cost: an estimated $115 billion, according to
the CPUC.

This transformation begins with the
development of renewable resources in our
mountains and deserts and the building of
new transmission to bring the power to load
centers. It means the retirement of old power
plants and the dissolving of coal power con-
tracts. It includes supporting the develop-
ment of electric vehicles and a major pro-
gram to regulate and reduce greenhouse
gases, the shape of which we have not yet
seen. 

The transformative quality of the state’s
strategy became clear when top executives
from four California agencies briefed the
media on September 21. They are increasing
their collaboration to move forward with
California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006, known as AB 32 and Governor
Schwarzenegger’s executive order requiring
utilities to achieve a 33% renewable portfolio
standard by 2020. 

Perhaps this was meant to send mes-
sage to voters they would not be intimidated
by the aggressive campaign by Texas oil
company Valero and the Koch Brothers who
are pouring money into California
Proposition 23 which voters will decide on in
November. Prop 23, if passed, will suspend
implementation of AB 32 until the unemploy-
ment rate reduces to 5.5% for four consecu-
tive quarters. However, the state has not
seen such a low unemployment rate in some-
thing like 40 years and it could spell the end
of the state’s plan to clean the air. Prop 23
advocates say the technological changes
demanded by Prop 23 will rob Californians of
jobs. Anti-Prop 23 folks say it will add jobs.

The agencies doing the work are the
California Air Resources Board, the
California Energy Commission, the
California Environmental Protection Agency,
the California Public Utilities Commission
and the California Independent System
Operator. They’ve produced a document,
Clean Energy Future Implementation Plan
which calls for an integrated approach to

energy issues that have, in the past, not
always been addressed in a fully coordinated
fashion. It identifies the key actions in that
enhanced collaboration that will achieve the
clean air goals and the related clean energy
actions. 

This represents a “a new level of coor-
dination and commitment” said Nancy Ryan,
CPUC Commissioner. Yakout Mansour, ISO
president and chief executive officer, said
“The goal is to transform the industry, a goal
that we can meet only if we work together
urgently toward the same end, with trans-
parency and accountability.”

The report predicts that the electricity
sector will eventually be subject to a state,
regional or national federal greenhouse gas
cap-and-trade system. Beginning in 2012,
CARB will implement a GHG emission
allowance market. Alternative fuel vehicles
will become a central component of an effi-
cient path to GHG emissions reductions and
energy security

Mary Nichols, the chair of CARB,
which has the principal responsibility for
implementing AB 32 and the clean energy
goal, said, “What this new process will deliv-
er for us is we will see the agencies putting
the information into a common planning
tool.” For example, she said, if CARB creates
goals for electric vehicles, the impact on the
distribution system needs to be considered.
The CPUC can step in and implement incen-
tives to encourage these vehicles to recharge
later at night.

Of particular interest to the World-
Generation readership are the targets for
generation the collaborators have created: 

• Reduce electricity generation by
13,200 to 18,000 GWh (5,000 MW to 8,100
MW) and natural gas use by 800 million
therms by 2020. This includes strategies for
energy efficiency, like increasingly more
stringent building and appliance standards,
and innovative financing mechanisms. 

• Install 5,000 MW of renewable dis-
tributed generation statewide at the right
locations on the power grid to support relia-
bility and provide economic value, including
both behind-the-meter and as wholesale
power. Feed-in-tariffs and other procurement
strategies will be expanded to address imped-
iments to wholesale DG and combined heat
and power systems.

• Develop at least one large-scale car-
bon capture and storage generating facility in
California – more on this below.

• Natural gas generation resources will
continue to be essential to meet California’s
demand for energy. Procurement and
resource adequacy programs will supply
local reliability requirements and system
operational needs. The existing thermal fleet
will be modified as needed to support renew-
able integration with increased operational
flexibility, ramping capability and regulation
services.

This includes retiring, repowering,
replacing and/or mitigating coastal power
plants that use once-through cooling which
will be phased out by the mid-2020s to
improve coastal and estuary environmental
quality.

The report said that “California will
replace, through 2030, approximately 28,000
GWh of coal-fired generation owned by or
under long-term contracts to the state’s elec-
tric utilities.

A CARBON-CAPTURE PLANT
On the design table for several years,

the Hydrogen Energy California power plant
has been undergoing a review for certifica-
tion at the California Energy Commission for
the past year. It is envisioned as a 390-MW
integrated gasification combined cycle
(IGCC) generating facility with the capability
to capture 130 million standard cubic feet per
day of carbon dioxide (approximately 90% at
steady-state operation). The CO2 would be
transported via pipeline and used for
enhanced oil recovery and sequestration int
he Elk Hills Oil Field Unit near Bakersfield. 

The IGCC facility, to be built in Kern
County, would gasify petroleum coke or
blends of coke and coal as needed, to pro-
duce 180 million standard cubic feet per day
of hydrogen which would fuel a General
Electric 7FB combustion turbine generator
operating in combined cycle mode to pro-
duce 250 MW net power. The end result is
low-carbon baseload power for the grid.
There is a high parasitic load of 140 MW
associated with the complex processes asso-
ciated with the facility.

The CEC staff produced Part 1 of a
preliminary assessment in August, and indi-
cations are that the staff has concerns about
the high particulate emissions that are pre-
dicted for the plant, which are double what
new standard gas-fired combined cycle plants
would have. However, its preliminary conclu-
sions are that significant adverse direct, indi-
rect or cumulative impacts are not likely to
occur.  Part 2 is expected to be released in
October.

A final staff assessment will be filed
early in 2011, and a presiding member’s pro-
posed decision will likely come in early sum-
mer 2011 with a full CEC decision perhaps a
year from now.

SOLAR FARMS BLOOM IN DESERT
Getting investor-owned utilities to the

33% renewables goal by 2020 is proving to be
difficult.  Pacific Gas & Electric, Southern
California Edison and San Diego Gas &
Electric are signing contracts left and right,
but getting all the solar and wind facilities
built will be a challenge.  The original goal
was 20% by the end of this year, and SCE was
the closest at about 17%.  Some wiggle room
was built into the law mandating the goal,
and the utilities are confident they can match
that number by 2013.

Renewable developers are counting on
federal stimulus money in the form of loan
guarantees and this stimulating the action.
Meanwhile, the CEC is doing heroic duty to
review the 13 solar thermal projects in its
docket. It has already granted permits to five:
Three were approved in August: the 250-MW
Beacon Solar Energy Project, the 250-MW
Abengoa Mojave Solar Project and the 1,000-
MW Solar Millennium Blythe Project.  

BrightSource’s 370-MW Ivanpah pro-
ject was approved on September 22. A fifth
project, The Victorville 2 hybrid project was
approved in July 2008.  It features a 513-MW
gas-fired combined cycle generation unit and
a 50-MW solar trough system.  But the
media is not counting that plant.  All of these
projects will bring 1,920 MW online when
and if they all reach commercial operation
somewhere in the timeline of 2013.  Most will
come online incrementally.

Another 3,303 MW are under review
and two of the remaining eight projects,
Tessera’s 750-MW Imperial Valley Solar
Project and NextEra’s 250-MW Genesis pro-
ject, were scheduled for a CEC vote in late
September.  A second hybrid project is also
under review, the City of Palmdale’s project,
with 555 MW of gas-fired generation and 62
MW of solar trough solar generation.

LADWP GRINDING ITS TEETH
The Los Angeles Department of Water

and Power is facing an ugly truth.  It does
not want to meet the deadline set by the
State Water Resources Control Board in May
to replace the once-through cooling systems
at its three coastal plants by 2020.

The Water Control Board is respond-
ing to federal Environmental Protection
Agency regulations and has written rules to
significantly reduce substantial impacts to
marine life caused by the once-through cool-
ing systems. The independent owners of the
other coastal gas-fired plants are moving
ahead with their plans, but instead LADWP
went to the state legislature.

LADWP would like to delay the conver-
sion of its three plants, Harbor, Haynes and
Scattergood to 2031, instead of 2015, 2019
and 2020, respectively, as set by the SWRCB.
The municipal utility, the largest in the US,
said the mandated dates threaten LADWP’s
reliability because multiple units may have to
be shut down simultaneously in order to
comply.  The cost – $2.2 billion, it says.  

However, LADWP almost immediately
backed down from sponsoring legislation and
released a statement by its new interim gen-
eral manager, Austin Beutner, who said
progress had been made in a series of dis-
cussions with senior staff at the State Water
Board and the LADWP team in late August.
Rather than through the legislature, he said,
“We look forward to swiftly and successfully
resolving this matter.”  
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Achieving significant carbon emis-
sions reductions in the U.S. electricity sec-
tor will involve contributions from efficien-
cy, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and dis-
tributed energy resources. The widespread,
efficient and cost-effective deployment of
these technologies requires new capabili-
ties in the distribution system as well as
integration with overall power system oper-
ation.

Integration of these end-use technolo-
gies poses a significant challenge beyond
the development and enhancement of the
technologies themselves. 

EPRI initiated a smart grid demon-
stration project that includes regional
demonstrations around the world to inte-
grate distributed power generation, storage,
renewables and demand response technolo-
gy into a demand-side “virtual power plant.”
Demonstrations include both utility side
and customer side technologies. This
research will also help in expediting inte-
gration of distributed energy resources
(DER) into the overall operation of the elec-
tricity grid. 

The project applies EPRI’s
IntelliGrid® methodology to define require-
ments for the technologies themselves as
well as the communication, information,
and control infrastructures that support
integration of the technologies. The main
objective of the demonstrations is to identi-
fy approaches for interoperability and inte-
gration that can be used on a system-wide
scale to help standardize the use of
demand-side resources as part of overall
system operations and control.

The smart grid projects take advan-
tage of investments in infrastructure that
are being made across the industry. These
investments include communication infra-
structures, automation systems, advanced
metering, and associated information sys-
tems. 

Interoperability is critical in order to
reach the level of penetration necessary for
distributed resources to have the expected
impact for mitigating carbon emissions.
This project applies existing standards and
identifies additional standards and opportu-
nities to coordinate with NIST smart grid

standards developments to achieve the
interoperability required at all levels of the
system.

Unfortunately, interoperability cannot
realistically be achieved by a single entity
and requires collaboration from numerous
organizations including utilities, regulatory
bodies, standards bodies, vendors and
more. The approach of structured regional
utility demonstrations designed to promote
and evaluate integration of distributed
resources at all levels of power system
operations will further smart grid interoper-
ability. 

CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF SMART GRID
DEMONSTRATIONS

EPRI’s main objective of the smart
grid demonstration projects is to identify
approaches for interoperability and integra-
tion that can be used on a system-wide
scale to help standardize the use of distrib-
uted energy resources as part of overall
system operations and control.
Demonstration projects have been selected
that most closely align with this objective
and have criteria that include:

1. Application of critical integra-
tion technologies and standards. The
project applies existing and emerging tech-
nologies and standards for distributed
resource integration (e.g., common object
models, communications interfaces, etc.).

2. Integration of multiple distrib-
uted resource types. The project inte-
grates multiple resource types (e.g.,
demand response, local storage, distributed
generation, and renewable sources) at both
system and customer levels.

3. Incorporation of dynamic rates
or other approaches for connecting
retail customers with wholesale condi-
tions. The project applies dynamic rates or
event notification as a means for managing
or incentivizing customer or utility owned
DER based on economic or reliability condi-
tions. 

4. Integration into system plan-
ning and operations. The project has full
integration or critical steps to achieving full
integration of distributed resources into
system operations and planning. 

5. Compatibility with initiative
goals and approach. The project is com-
patible with EPRI’s underlying initiative
approach and goals to enable high penetra-
tion of distributed energy resources and
working collaboratively with members and
sharing of information to advance the
industry. 

6. Utilizing additional funding
sources (e.g., internal, state, DOE,
other research organizations like CEC,
NYSERDA). The project utilizes additional
sources of external funding applied for or
already secured to ensure project success
and extend collaboration opportunities.

TWO YEAR SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In the past two years, EPRI and col-

laborating electric utilities have made signif-
icant progress in developing a foundation of
tools and references while performing
research to support the advancement of
integration of distributed energy resources
in large scale demonstrations.

Extracting knowledge from not only
the individual projects, but also across mul-
tiple projects where similar research is
being performed, is underway. 

Project Overview - Work
Performed Since 2008

Task 1: Development of Analytic 
Methods and Tools
Task 2: Integration Technologies and 
Systems Development
Task 3: Host-Site Demonstration 
Selection and Research
Task 4: Technology and Knowledge 
Transfer
Since mid 2008, the team has been

identifying the large-scale host-site projects
and as those projects are progressing, EPRI
has been able to perform research and pro-
vide early results to the collaboration. As of
August 2010, EPRI has selected eleven
host-site projects and has a solid picture of
project activities enabling the collaborative
to prioritize ongoing and engage all mem-
bers of the initiative more fully whether
they are a host site or not.

A SMART GRID REFERENCE LIBRARY
Tasks 1 and 2 of the smart grid

demonstration initiative provide a founda-
tion of analytic methods and tools as well as
references to support integration of tech-
nologies and systems in support of DER
integration.

A significant amount of effort up until
now has been focused on creating this
“toolbox” of resources for project members
to support deployment of their own smart
grid projects as well as indirect support of
the host-site projects. The intent of this
library of resources is to make available a
large array of tools to support smart grid
projects to support host-site demonstration
projects as well as resources for utilities
whether they are deploying smart grid pro-
jects today or five years from now. 

There are a number of tools that
make up the smart grid reference library
and they fall into two categories.

Analytic Methods & Tools
Analytics provide a structured frame-

work for characterizing the integration
issues to be addressed and guiding princi-
pals for supporting large scale demonstra-
tions. Objectives of this task include envi-
ronmental and economic impact, system
reliability, power quality, system security,
and other goals for applying distributed
resources. The timing of the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) Smart Grid

Stimulus projects enabled EPRI to coordi-
nate several research activities with them
such as the joint funding of a common Cost
Benefit Analysis Methodology for smart
grid projects as part of this task.

Integration Technologies and Systems
Critical integration technologies and

systems include smart grid architecture
design, common information model, DER
controller specifications, and communica-
tions interfaces and protocols. This task
focuses on identifying and supporting the
design and deployment requirements of
technologies that may be instrumental in
achieving widespread integration of DER.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
This activity provides timely and use-

ful interpretations of the results and synthe-
ses of lessons learned across all demonstra-
tions. 

Sharing of results occurs in face-to-
face meetings three times per year, web-
casts, reports and newsletters. The work-
shops include presentations on status of
field demonstrations, lessons learned thus
far, architectural challenges, issues impact-
ing standards, and common interest areas
to explore. 

Technical summaries in the form of
presentations and white papers/articles are
prepared for public dissemination. These
publications include synthesis of contribu-
tions to standards bodies and common mes-
sages to deliver to industry and public enti-
ties such as state and federal agencies. The
purpose is to inform and coordinate with
standards bodies, regulators, and industry
at large on critical issues towards overcom-
ing challenges in distributed resource inte-
gration. 

There are also a number of tools avail-
able as part of the technology transfer
effort. Some examples are:

EPRI Smart Grid Resource
Center. The Smart Grid Resource Center
is the EPRI web-site where public informa-
tion regarding EPRI Smart Grid research is
posted not just from the Smart Grid
Demonstration, but also information from
other EPRI smart grid programs.
www.smartgrid.epri.com

EPRI Use Case Repository. EPRI
has developed an internationally recognized
use case repository outlining requirements
for numerous smart grid applications.
www.smartgrid.epri.com/Repository/Repo
sitory.aspx

EPRI Smart Grid Demonstration
Newsletter. This newsletter provides peri-
odic updates on the EPRI Smart Grid
Demonstration initiative as well as updates
on relevant industry news and events. The
newsletter is available via email subscrip-
tion or directly for download on the home
page of the Smart Grid Resource Center.
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The Northwest European electricity
“market” can barely be described as a mar-
ket. Its key driver is not the supply/
demand balance, but the increasingly oner-
ous and complex network of environmental
policy measures, initiatives and subsidies
that are influencing every decision made in
the generation sector.  Plant operating
strategies are impacted by the recent surge
in the amount of intermittent, yet “must
run” plants, and new build and retirement
decisions are influenced by the artificial
carbon “market,”  subsidy levels and cur-
rent and expected future emission limits.

Poor market outcomes are obvious
everywhere. Germany, not generally known
for its sunny climate, is the leading solar PV
generator in the world, thanks to its histori-
cally generous subsidy regime. Relatively
new, relatively low-cost gas-fired generation
is increasingly being forced to operate flexi-
bly (i.e., less economically and with a high-
er emission rate than the baseload opera-
tion it was largely designed and financed to
operate as), essentially operating as “back-
up” for subsidised intermittent generation.
Wind farms are being constructed at an
astonishing rate, with developers seeking
the most generous subsidy regime rather
than the windiest sites, and little accounting
for the additional grid reinforcement costs
required to accommodate them.   

This lack of “joined-up” thinking in
policy development has resulted in subsidy
and technology “shopping” by developers.
While it may yield the highest returns for
individual power station developments, this
practice does not necessarily result in the
lowest overall cost technology in the most
cost-efficient or environmentally effective
location.  It does not account for the addi-
tional costs of accommodating the station
on the system (e.g. grid reinforcement and
potentially “smart grid” conversion) costs,
and the additional cost of changing the
operation of existing generation (or adding
new generation) to allow it to operate under
preferential (i.e. must run) conditions.   

The one aspect of the market that is
expected to remain, however, is the general
principle that the consumer pays—whether

through taxation or higher rates.  Ventyx
analysis shows that electricity prices are
already being inflated by the cost of com-
plying with environmental legislation, and it
is unclear how much additional cost the
consumer is prepared to bear.

Moreover, without this basic “value-
for-money” thinking embedded into the
generation subsidy and support mecha-
nisms (thinking that is fundamental to a
market-based system), the overall cost of
developing a low-carbon generation system
in Europe is almost impossible to measure.
Furthermore, it is fraught with risks of
stranded assets: new wind parks built with
insufficient grid connection; oversupply of
“must-run” plants meaning generation
prices collapse to zero, forcing utilities out
of business; new low-carbon plants being
brought on too late to cover demand, forc-
ing rolling blackouts.

In December 2008, the EU reached
agreement on its “Climate Action and
Renewable Energy” package committing to
carbon emission reductions of at least 20
percent by 2020 compared to 1990 levels,
20 percent of total energy demand from
renewable sources, plus 20 percent energy
demand reduction through energy efficien-
cy measures.  

Each EU country has enacted its own
package of incentives to meet its share of
these targets. Each package is different,
though each complies with the principal
mechanism for CO2 reduction, the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS).  The
ETS is a “cap-and-trade” system, that is to
say it caps the overall level of emissions
allowed but, within that limit, allows partici-
pants in the system to buy and sell
allowances as they require.   In general, the
“dirtier” the plant’s emissions, the more
allowances it needs to have to operate, so
the more expensive it is to run.  Ventyx esti-
mates that if CO2 prices increase threefold
(in real terms) over the next 25 years from
current levels, German consumers will pay
an extra €216 per household per year on
their electricity bill if all passed through.  

However, this is by no means the only
form of legislation having a fundamental
impact on the market (and electricity
prices).  The large combustion plant direc-
tive (LCPD) is causing 14 GW of fossil-fired
plants to close by 2015 in Britain, Germany,
France and Belgium, and limit their opera-
tion until then.  The industrial emissions
directive (IED) recasts seven existing direc-
tives related to industrial emissions into a
single legislative instrument, and the
Commission aims to “streamline and
enhance its policy on industrial emissions.”
The net effect of this pending legislation,
Ventyx estimates, would be for 18 GW of
plants to close within the next 10 years
across Northwest Europe. And, other
plants, including older-generation CCGTs
may have their running curtailed and/or

require significant investment to comply
with the NOx emission regulations, which
are stricter than under the existing LCPD.  

In addition, each country has its own
renewable incentive regimes, attempting to
attract renewable generation into its domes-
tic market.  These subsidy regimes vary in
form and attractiveness, and are increasing-
ly tinkered with by countries currently
under “austerity” provisions—for example,
Germany just cut its solar subsidy.
Arguably, there is room for saving.  In 2008,
German householders each paid €24-72 to
support its growing renewable industry
through a feed-in tariff scheme (and effec-
tively subsidise other countries whose
renewable penetration is lagging far behind
that of Germany’s and will benefit from the
aggregate EU target at German taxpayers’
expense). British householders each paid
£13.50 in 2010 through the Renewables
Obligation Scheme, a pseudo market-based
support mechanism.

In this context, where more tradition-
al financial and demand/supply constraints
appear to be largely ignored, you might
expect the electricity market to be hugely
over-subscribed with vast amounts of
diverse low-carbon generation being con-
structed. And, you might expect Ventyx
market outlooks to show a large overhang
of capacity in the medium term as investors
rush to take advantage of large subsidies
and policy “pushes.”  Surprisingly, we don’t.
In fact, our analysis shows that reserve
margins (the gap between total generation
availability and peak customer demand) will
actually tighten in the medium term as
“dirty” fossil power stations closing due to
emission legislation outweigh the volume of
new plants coming on line.  Why?  

THERE ARE 3 MAIN REASONS:
1. Firstly, despite the hype, new

build renewable generation simply does not
have the volume or dispatchability to have a
large enough impact in the merit order to
replace fossil plants.  Even in the event that
the EU meets its “20 by 20” target, that still
only equates to roughly 30% of electricity
demand, and much of it provided by hydro
generation.  Ventyx predicts that an aston-
ishing 86 GW of new renewable generation
could come on line by 2020 in Northwest
Europe, but this still only equates to around
28% of total generation.  

2. Secondly, financiers are rightly
nervous about investing in large-scale low-
carbon technologies such as carbon capture
and storage (CCS) and nuclear.  Perhaps an
“obvious” answer to wholesale obsoles-
cence of a breed of power stations is to
replace them with a new breed of low-car-
bon power stations, with the apparent fron-
trunners being nuclear and CCS attached
to a conventional (coal) power station.  But,
this hasn’t happened. Despite sites being
available, no large-scale demonstration CCS

plant is operational as yet, and only the
French are currently building a “demon-
stration” nuclear power station in the
region, with firm plans for just one more
plant, hardly rushing toward a large-scale
building programme.  

Tellingly, the only large-scale CCS
plants going ahead at feasibility stage are
those enjoying direct subsidies, amidst
pressure for governments to clarify the
future support mechanisms for low-carbon
plants prior to commencement of construc-
tion.  Prior to investing such large sums in
schemes that require subsidies to oper-
ate—Ventyx analysis shows that CCS and
nuclear plants require as much as a 40%
subsidy on their operating costs to compete
effectively with other baseload plants—
developers appear to want more certainty in
their future revenue streams.  This is not
looking too hopeful with, for example, the
new coalition government in Britain (ideo-
logically split on nuclear) saying that “there
can be a role for nuclear so long as there is
no public subsidy.”  Except for government-
sponsored nuclear schemes in France and
these demonstration CCS plants, Ventyx is
not predicting that any low-carbon plants
will come on line in the region prior to
2020. In practice, the only plant being built
in any large practical volumes in the
Northwest European market right now are
CCGTs. They are the only large-scale,
proven, relatively low-carbon technology
available for developers and utilities to
build, and are also able to operate flexibly if
required, an essential characteristic in mar-
kets becoming over-saturated with inflexi-
ble, intermittent, and therefore unpre-
dictable, generation.  Ventyx estimates that
21 GW of new CCGTs will come on line by
2020 in France, Germany and Britain. This
is more than 65% of the total quantity of fos-
sil generation that will be required to close
over the same period.  

3. This leads to the third reason why
reserve margins are expected to tighten
across the region in the period to 2020: the
volume of plants requiring replacement is
huge, and unprecedented, totalling 32 GW
across Northwest Europe, and as much as
28% of total generation capacity in Great
Britain .  Such a large plant retirement pro-
gramme over such a short period has not
been attempted before, and it is reliant on a
successful, and timely, replacement pro-
gramme.

It is surely an unintended conse-
quence of this plethora of environmental
legislation that it looks like the “dirty” plant
is likely not to be replaced by new, low-car-
bon technology, but by the “safe,” and not
much cleaner CCGT technology.  Perhaps a
more common sense approach, based on
the fundamentals of supply and demand
would have yielded a more long-term low-
carbon outcome.

FUTURE OF EUROPE'S GENERATION MIX
BY TRACEY DEARNLEY, PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT IN VENTYX ADVISORS.
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America doesn't have to depend on
overseas sources for its vital national inter-
ests. Aside from creating millions of jobs, a
move toward energy independence can
begin the process of rebuilding the U.S.
industrial base. This would allow us to pro-
vide one of the most stable and secure
energy supplies in the world. Best of all, the
new domestic energy can be both renew-
able and sustainable.  Here are five possible
solutions that could help the U.S. break the
chains of oil dependence:

INVEST IN NEW INFRASTRUCTURE TO
PROCESS ALTERNATIVE FUELS. 

There's little dispute over the feasibili-
ty of manufacturing liquid fuels from non-
petroleum sources. Brazil is energy inde-
pendent thanks, in no small part, to produc-
tion of ethanol from sugarcane. Germany
did it from coal during World War II. South
Africa continues to do it from coal and nat-
ural gas using the technology they devel-
oped while isolated because of apartheid.
The same technology used in South Africa
and Germany that has been around for
nearly a century is capable of producing
fuels here in the United States. The only
difference for us is that decades of research
and the emergence of nanotechnology
make fuel produced this way much more
affordable and economically competitive
with oil-based fuels.

The technology is simple.
Gasification, the process of taking an organ-
ic material (such as coal or biomass) and
converting it to a mixture of gases, is the
first step. There are already multiple com-
peting commercial technologies and at least
20 plants in operation or under construction
in the United States alone, mostly in the
chemical industry. Using a separate but
related technology, the gases manufactured
using this process can be reacted to form a
wide range of fuels—including those
already most familiar to Americans and
compatible with the existing vehicle fleet
and infrastructure like diesel, jet fuel, gaso-
line components, and ethanol. Even natural
gas can be processed into liquid fuels using
these technologies, and useful byproducts
can be manufactured (such as plastics) just
like they are from petroleum refining.

Contrary to conventional wisdom,
production of fuel in this manner can be
economical and, therefore, profitable—
highly profitable. While the level of capital
investment is indeed significant, higher
than a comparably yielding oil refinery, cap-
ital cost is spread over a long useful life of a
plant, and savings show up in other places.
Even with the cost of raw materials, energy
inputs, and depreciation of the plant includ-
ed, the break-even cost of producing fuel is
around $1.25 per gallon, an amount notably
lower than the current wholesale price of
gasoline and other liquid fuels.

USE EXISTING BIOMASS TO EASE OUR
TRANSITION AWAY FROM PETROLEUM USE. 

While virtually any organic material
(like coal, natural gas, and biomass) can be
used to manufacture fuel, biomass offers a
distinct advantage—its use makes the
entire fuel cycle carbon-neutral. A carbon-
neutral fuel cycle means that no matter how
much fuel we consume, there will be no net

increase in carbon dioxide in the atmos-
phere.

The federal government has done sig-
nificant research into determining available
biomass resources. An April 2005 joint
report of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and the Department of
Energy ascertained that annual national
biomass potential "exceeds 1.3 billion dry
tons annually—the equivalent of more than

one-third of the current demand for trans-
portation fuels." Of that amount, more than
300 million tons per year are already avail-
able, currently unused or underused.

These resources are comprised of:
residues generated by traditional logging
operations and clearing of timberlands; for-
est thinning for purposes of fire suppres-

BREAKING THE CHAINS
BY LEWIS REYNOLDS
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WOOD - ROLLOUTS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
  Utility State Target

Number of
Meters

Notes Resources

AEP1 IN, KY, MI,
OH, OK,
TX, VA,
WV

5,200,000 AEP plans on deploying smart meters to all 5.2 million customers served by their Operating
Companies. To-date, AEP’s Indiana Michigan Power (I&M) subsidiary has deployed 10,000
meters to customers in South Bend, IN; AEP Ohio has deployed 100,000 in the Columbus
OH area; AEP Texas has deployed 24,000 meters, with specific plans for another 900,000
installations; and AEP’s Public Service Company of Oklahoma (PSO) has specific plans for
deployment of 15,000 meters in Tulsa, OK. Timing for the remaining deployments will
depend on specific conditions in each of the seven operating company subsidiaries.

AEP Corporate
Sustainability Report
20092

Allegheny Power MD, PA,
WV

701,000 Allegheny launched pilots in Morgantown, WV and Urbana, MD to test smart meters and
thermostats (1,140 meters installed). In PA, Act 129 (2008) requires electric distribution
companies with more than 100,000 customers to file a smart meter technology procure-
ment and installation plan for Commission approval. Allegheny's plan to deploy smart
meters throughout their service territory was rejected in October 2009 and a revised
smart meter plan is currently being drafted.

Allegheny Power 2008
Annual Report3, MD H.B.
1072

Allete (d/b/a
Minnesota
Power)*

MN 8,000 Minnesota Power was awarded $1.54 million (total project value, $3.08 M) to expand its
existing smart meter network by deploying another 8,000 meters in northeastern MN.
The utility will also begin a dynamic pricing program.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Alliant Energy IA, MN, WI 1,400,000 Deployment began in WI in 2008, currently 500,000 meters are deployed with expected
completion by 2012

http://www.emeter.com/cu
stomers/alliant/

Ameren IL 1,100,000 Ameren began their smart meter deployment in 2006 and reached 50% of their installa-
tion target by June 2008. Full deployment is expected by 2011-12.

Landis+Gyr press
release4

Austin Energy TX 410,000 Austin Energy’s smart meter program was approved in 2008, full deployment is under-
way and is expected to reach completion in 2010.

http://www.greentechme-
dia.com/articles/read/top-
ten-smart-grid-3605/N10

Avista Utilities ID, WA 14,000 Avista plans to install 14,000 smart meters in Pullman, WA as part of a 5-state demon-
stration project leveraging DOE SGDG funds. The larger 5-state project (ID, MN, OR,
WA, WY) will install more than 60,000 meters in 12 utility service territories.

AZ Public Service AZ 1,000,000 Expected completion in 2012. APS customers can enroll in the Time Advantage Plan, a
time-of-use (TOU) rate structure. As of June 2010, over 400,000 are already in place in
the Phoenix area.

APS News Release5;
www.aps.com/smartmeter/;
Arizona Department of
Commerce6; http://new.
azcommerce.com/doclib/en
ergy/epu_june.21_issue.pdf

Baltimore Gas &
Electric

MD 2,000,000 BG&E began with a smart meter pilot of 3,000 meters in 2008 and was awarded $200M
in SGIG funds ($452M total project value) to deploy 1.1M smart meters, coupled with
dynamic pricing. The utility aims to deploy smart meters throughout their service territory
with a planned completion date of 2014. Reimbursement for installation will not occur
until 2014 pending commission approval.

www.energy.gov/recovery/;
Constellation (BG&E) press
release7; Baltimore Business
Journal8; http://www.balti-
moresun.com/business/bs-
bz-bge-smart-grid-response-
0100816,0,346097,full.story

Bangor Hydro-
Electric

ME 120,000 BHE has deployed 2-way smart meters to 97% of their service territory and plan to com-
plete deployment to the remaining 3% in 2009-10.

Email correspondence
(04/17/09), www.bhe.com

Black
Hills/Colorado
Electric Utility Co.

CO 98,500 The utility received $6.1M in SGIG funds ($12.2M total project value) to install meters
and communications infrastructure, bringing total to 98,500.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Black Hills Power SD 69,000 Black Hills was awarded $5.59M in ARRA funds ($11.2M total project value) to install
smart meters, upgrade ICT infrastructure, and other equipment. The upgrades will also
benefit customers in MN an SD.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

CenterPoint TX 2,200,000 CenterPoint Houston received approval in 2008 to install an advanced metering system
across its service territory, and was awarded $200M in SGIG funds ($639M total project
value) to complete installation of meters throughout its service territory.

CenterPoint 2008 Annual
Report9;
www.energy.gov/recovery/

Central Maine
Power Company

ME 650,000 The utility was awarded $96M in SGIG funds ($196M total project value) to install a
smart meter network for all customers in their service territory.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Central VT Public
Service/VT
Transco

VT 300,000 A SGIG award of $69M ($138M total project value) is designed to help expand the
deployment of smart meters from the present 28,000 to 300,000, along with installation
of demand response technologies and other infrastructure.

www.energy.gov/recov-
ery/; CVPS press
release10

Cheyenne Light WY 38,000 Awarded a $5M SGIG matching fund for smart meter installation and communication
upgrade in and around Cheyenne, WY.

PR Newswire Article11

Cleco Power LA 277,000 $20M in SGIG funds ($72.9M total project value) were awarded to the utility to install a
smart meter network for the utility's entire service territory.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Commonwealth
Edison

IL 141,000 ComEd is running a pilot in the greater Chicago area to install smart meters in 141,000
homes, including a customer applications experiment for approximately 8,500 house-
holds where combinations of dynamic pricing and in-home displays will be tested during
2010. This pilot will help determine full deployment throughout service territory.

www.exeloncorp.com;
Yahoo finance article12;
Greentechmedia Article13

Connecticut Light
& Power

CT 1,200,000 Based on results of their 2009 pilot, CL&P has filed plans to deploy smart meters to all 1.2
million of its customers between 2012 and 2016. Under the plan, all CL&P customers can
select different dynamic pricing structures: TOU and CPP rates for all customers, and PTR
for low income customers only.

http://www.cl-p.com/home/
saveenergy/goinggreen/pla
nitwise.aspx

Consolidated
Edison

NY 1,500 ConEd is piloting a $6M smart grid program in northwest Queens. 300 eligible cus-
tomers will test in-home displays that monitor energy usage by appliance.

http://www.coned.com/new
sroom/news/pr20090804_
2.asp
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Utility State Target
Number of
Meters

Notes Resources

Consumers
Energy

MI 1,800,000 In November 2008 Consumers signed an agreement with IB to help plan, deploy, and
test an AMI and field pilot network. By 2015 the utility anticipates converting its 1.8M
electric customers to smart technology.

http://www.smartgrid-
news.com/artman/pub-
lish/Key_Players_Utilities
_Profiles/Consumers_En
ergy_Profile-1083.html

DPL Inc. OH 500,000 DPL plans to install 500,000 2-way communications smart meters over a 10 year period
for its residential customers at a cost of $500M.

http://intelligrid.epri.com/A
MI_Business_Cases/DPL
_09_09_25_AMI_Busines
s_Case_for_PUCO.pdf;
http://www.daytondai-
lynews.com/business/dpl-
smart-grid-project-turned-
down-for-federal-money-
423033.html

Dominion VA 85,000 Dominion has installed 7,000 smart meters in Midlothian and 48,000 in Charlottesville
to test the technology, with plans to install 30,000 additional meters in Northern Virginia.
Plans for full systemwide installation of 2.4 million smart-meters currently are on hold
during testing and pending commission approval

www.dom.com;
http://www.hamptonraods.c
om/2010/02/dominion-
drops-systemwide-smart-
meters-conservation14

DTE MI 4,000,000 DTE initially tested 30,000 meters in Grosse Ile Township and was awarded $84M in
SGIG funds ($168M total project value) to deploy a network of 660,000 smart meters. A
dynamic pricing pilot for 5,000 customers will also be implemented. The grant will sup-
port DTE’s “SmartCurrents” program, which the utility hopes to scale to full deployment
of smart meters.

www.energy.gov/recov-
ery/; DTE press
release15; annarbor.com
article16

Duke Energy KY, IN,
OH, NC,
SC

2,400,000 Duke was awarded $200M in SGIG funds ($851M total project value) for a grid modern-
ization project, including the deployment of 1.4M smart meters. The funding helps move
Duke's plans to deploy meters throughout its service territory. 48,000 meters have
already been deployed in OH and they filed a proposal for a five-year rollout of 800,000
meters in IN.

www.energy.gov/recov-
ery/; Business Courier of
Cincinnati17; Charlotte
Business Journal18;
cincinnati.com article19

Entergy New
Orleans

LA 11,500 The utility was awarded $5M ($10M total project value) to install smart meters, coupled
with dynamic pricing, in low-income households in New Orleans.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

FirstEnergy Corp OH, PA 58,000 FirstEnergy received $57.4M in SGIG funding to support its Smart Grid Modernization
initiative. With the federal fund and company money a three-year pilot program initially
involving 5,000 customers in the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company service terri-
tory will begin with the potential for another 39,000 meters. Advanced metering infra-
structure was approved by the PUCO June 2010. Cost recovery will be addressed at a
later date. In York, PA, FirstEnergy seeks 14,000 customers to be volunteer participants
in a two-way demand response system.

http://www.puco.ohio.gov/
PUCO/MediaRoom/Media
release.cfm?id=10081;
http://www.cleveland.com/
business/index.ssf/2009/1
0/firstenergy_gets_stimu-
lus_fund.html

Hawaii Electric
Company

HI 451,000 HECO was awarded $5.4M in matching SGIG funds, but did not include smart meters
in their proposal. However, the utility is planning to deploy smart meters throughout
their service territory by mid-decade.

Energy Efficiency
News20;
http://www.heco.com

Idaho Power ID 478,000 Original 2007 pilot extended to the entire service territory. Idaho Power received $47M
($94M total program cost) of SGIG funds to install meters and other infrastructure, with
full deployment expected by 2011. By the end of 2010, 334,000 customers will have
smart meters installed.

Idaho Power press
release21 & AMI FAQ
page22; http://www.ida-
hopower.com/pdfs/ser-
vicebilling/residential/AMI
_deployment_map.pdf

Indianapolis
Power & Light

IN 28,000 IP&L was awarded $20M in SGIG funds (total program cost, $48.78M) to deploy smart
meters along with completmentary technologies in their service territory.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Louisville Gas &
Electric

KY 2,000 LG&E is in the third year of a Responsive Pricing and Smart Meter pilot program. 100
customers have time of use (TOU) pricing capability.

http://www.eon-
us.com/rsc/ku/sourcepdf/od
p_july_2010_newsletter.pdf

Madison Gas &
Electric

WI 1,750 $5.5M in SGIG funds ($11M total project value) were awarded to the utility to install a
smart grid network, including meters, EV charging stations, and in-home charging man-
agement systems.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

National Grid MA, NY 54,400 Under the MA Green Communities Act, all four utilities must submit plans for a smart
grid pilot. National Grid's is currently being considered by the Commission and, if
approved, would deploy 15,000 smart meters to customers in the Worcester area.
National Grid has also proposed a smart grid demonstration program in the Syracuse
area, that includes a planned deployment of 39,400 meters at a cost of $123M

www.smartmeters.com24;
www.mass.gov/dpu

NextEra Enregy
(formerly FPL)

FL 4,400,000 FPL was awarded $200M in SGIG funds ($578M total project value) to move forward with
their Energy Smart Florida program, which includes 2.6M smart meters for customers in
south Florida. NextEra Energy plans to deploy smart meters throughout their service territory.

www.energy.gov/recov-
ery/; http://www.nexter-
aenergy.com/

NSTAR MA 2,800 The NSTAR pilot project to install 2,800 smart meters in NEwton, Hopkinton, and
Jamaica Plains at a cost of $16M was approved by the MA Public Utilities Commission.
The project is expected to run through 2012.

www.smartmeters.com24;
www.mass.gov/dpu

NV Energy NV 1,450,000 $138M in SGIG funds ($301M total project value) was awarded to the utility to integrate
smart grid technologies, including smart meters for 1.3M customers. NV Energy
received approval from the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada on July 28, 2010.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Oklahoma Gas &
Electric

OK, AR 771,000 OGE was awarded $130M in SGIG funds ($366M total deployment cost approved by
Oklahoma Corporation Commission) to deploy a smart grid network to the entire ser-
vice territory, including meters and dynamic pricing options. OG&E plans to install
184,000 meters in 2010 with full deployment achieved in 2012.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

Oncor TX 3,400,000 Originally a deployment of 600,000, program expanded for all customers in north Texas;
as of June 30, 2010 over 1,000,000 meters installed; full deployment expected by 2012.

Dallas Morning News25;
Navigant Consulting26
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Utility State Target
Number of
Meters

Notes Resources

Pacific Gas &
Electric

CA 5,100,000 The utility expects to reach full deployment by 2012. A critical peak pricing (CPP) rate
structure is in place for some customers along with a voluntary SmartRate program.

PG&E Presentation, IEE
Issue Briefs page27

PECO Energy
Company

PA 600,000 PECO received the maximum ARRA award of $200M ($422M total project value) to
upgrade communicatino infrastucture and support a smart meter network for 600,000
customers. Depending on the success of the program, PECO is planning on extending
smart meters to all 1.6M customers.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

PEPCO Holdings DC, DE,
MD, NJ,
VA

1,900,000 PEPCO received $149.4M in SGIG funds ($298M total combined value for two pro-
jects) for smart grid investments, including 280,000 smart meters for DC customers
and 570,000 meters for MD customers. PEPCO originally proposed deployment for
the entire service area with a target date for full deployment of 2013; 258,000 were
deployed by January 2009 with a pricing pilot testing hourly pricing, CPP, and PTR
rate structures.

www.energy.gov/recov-
ery/; PEPCO press
release28; washingtonin-
former.com article29;
www.dccouncil.washing-
ton.dc.us/

Portland General
Electric

OR 850,000 PGE’s program was approved in 2008, full deployment is expected to be completed by
the fall of 2010.

PGE Earnings Report30;
PGE Smart Meters web
page31

Progress Energy NC, SC 160,000 Progress Energy is planning to deploy 160,000 smart meters as part of a comprehen-
sive smart grid program enabled by a $200M DOE SGIG award ($520M total project
value). Initial installations should begin in late 2010 or early 2011.

www.energy.gov/recovery/

PSE&G NJ 17,500 PSE&G received approval from NJ Board of Public Utilities to install 17,500 smart
meters in three Passaic County towns.

http://www.prnewswire.co
m/news-releases/pseg-
proposes-expanded-pro-
gram-to-help-customers-
conserve-energy-and-cut-
carbon-emissions-
57527782.html

Puget Sound
Energy

WA 1,000,000 PSE invest in smart meters in 2001-2003 and piloted a time-of-use (TOU) program
with 300,000 active participants and a 100,000 customer control group. Savings per
active participant were negligible ($1/month) as the peak rate price was not substan-
tially greater than flat-rate prices, resulting in the discontinuation of TOU pricing. PSE’s
findings on TOU program performance contained several lessons for other utilities.

http://energypriorities.com
/entries/2006/02/pse_tou_
amr_case.php

Sacramento
Municipal Utility
District

CA 620,000 The utility board approved a 30-month rollout of the meters in June 2009 and the utility
was awarded $127.5M in SGIG funds ($307.7M total project value) to install meters
throughout their service territory along with dynamic pricing, 100 EV charging stations,
and 50,000 demand response controls.

Sacramento Bee arti-
cle32;
www.energy.gov/recovery

Salt River Project AZ 935,000 The utility received an additional $56.8M in SGIG funds (total program cost, $114M) to
add an additional 540,000 smart meters to the nearly 400,000 already deployed. The
program will also include dynamic pricing structures.

SRP Smart Meter
Page33; metering.com34;
Phoenix Business Journal
article35

San Diego Gas &
Electric

CA 1,400,000 SDG&E was awarded $28.1M in SGIG funds ($60.1M total project value) to deploy
smart meters throughout their service territory. The overall project cost approved by
the Commission is $527M with installation complete in 2011. As of August 30, 2010
SDG&E was installing 6,000 meters a day.

http://www.sdge.com/sma
rtmeter/

Southern
California Edison

CA 5,300,000 Deployment began in June 2009, with full deployment expected by 2012 at a cost of
$1.6B. As of August 2010, 1.2M meters were installed. A peak-time rebate (PTR) rate
structure is available to some customers.

SCE Presentation, IEE
Issue Briefs page26
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This table illustrates planned and proposed deployments of smart meters across the United States in the next decade, including meter deployments funded through Smart Grid
Investmetnt Grants awarded through the Department of Energy. If full deployment for each of these proposals is achieved, a total of 64,286,950 meters will be installed and operable by
2019. According to EIA’s forecast of electricity customers in 2020, this represents roughly 50% of U.S. households.

About the author:

Lisa V. Wood is the Executive
Director of the Institute for Electric
Efficiency. The Institute for Electric
Efficiency works with the electric utility
industry to advance energy efficiency
and demand response. 

Wood joined IEE after more than
two decades of consulting with electric
utilities on retail customer issues. In that
role, she directed numerous economic,
financial, and market analysis studies for

leading electric utilities nationwide, with
an emphasis on energy efficiency,
dynamic pricing, value of electric service
reliability, and customer rate options.
She’s written numerous articles and is a
frequent speaker on energy efficiency
and demand response issues in the elec-
tric power industry. She most recently
authored The Right Price: Dynamic
Pricing can provide Benefits to
Customers and Utilities Alike;
Assessment of Electricity Savings in the
U.S. Achievable through New

Appliance/Equipment Efficiency
Standards and Building Efficiency
Codes; Moving Toward Utility-Scale
Deployment of Dynamic Pricing in
Mass Markets; and Making the
Business of Energy Efficiency Both
Scalable and Sustainable. Wood is a
member of: the Executive Group for
the State Energy Efficiency Action
Network, the Board of Directors for the
National Energy Foundation, and the
International Association for Energy
Economics. 

Prior to joining IEE, Wood was a
Principal with The Brattle Group and
Director of the Washington DC office.
Prior to that, she was a Principal with
PHB Hagler Bailly and a Program
Director at Research Triangle Institute.
She has a Ph.D. in Public Policy and
Management from the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania and
an M.A. from the University of
Pennsylvania.

Utility State Target
Number of
Meters

Notes Resources

Southern Company AL, FL, GA,
MS

4,300,000 Southern Co. was awarded $165M in SGIG funds (total program cost,
$330M) to upgrade necessary infrastructure. Plans to deploy smart
meters throughout its service area continue; Georgia Power has
deployed 1.3M meters out of a planned 2.5M; Alabama Power has
deployed 1.2M of 1.45M and will complete their deployment in 2010;
Gulf Power has deployed 13K of 420K. Southern Company is project-
ed to reach full deployment by 2012-13.

www.energy.gov/recovery; GA
Power smart meter page36; AL
Power smart meter page37;
Reuters press release38;
Greentech Media article39

State Program
(Pennsylvania)

PA 6,000,000 Act 129 (signed 10/15/2008) mandates that EDCs with >100,000 cus-
tomers must provide smart meters either to customers that request
one, for newly constructed buildings, or to all customers within fifteen
years. Duquesne Light will offer 8,000 meters to customers by 2013.
PPL expressed interest in a 60,000 unit pilot.

PA Act 1292840, smart-
meters.com article41; SNLi
article42; Pittsburgh Tribune-
Review43

Tampa Electric FL 10,000 TECO is piloting a set of 250 smart meters in two of Tampa’s most
recently erected high-rise buildings. Plans to extend the pilot to
10,000 units to test remote connect/disconnect and DSM in 2010 or
2011.

http://www.metering.com/node/
14200

Texas New Mexico Power TX 231,000 A trial of 10,000 meters was announced in early 2009; utility seeks to
expand meters to entire service territory by 2013. The utility is
employing SmartSynch’s residential SmartMeter solution which uses
standard IP communications via public wireless netrworks.

TNMP press release44

Tucson Electric Power AZ 100,000 TEP has expanded advanced metering infrastructure and related sup-
port technologies to roughly 100,000 of their 400,000 customers.

http://www.itron.com/pages/res
ources_case_article.asp?id=itr
_016312.xml;
http://www.metering.com/node/
13090

Vermont utilities, Efficiency
Vermont

VT 174,000 VT Department of Public Service worked with VT’s 20 utilities to
extend smart grid technologies across the state. This program was
launched prior to the SGIG funds awarded to VT Transco in October
2009.

Burlington Free Press article45

Westar Energy KS 48,000 Westar was awarded $19M in SGIG funds (total project value,
approx. $40M) for its SmartStar Lawrence project. A customer-centric
project, all customers will be offered a personal energy web portal
accompanying the smart meter installation. The project includes other
infrastructure required to support system wide deployment of smart
metering. The project is expected to take between 24 and 36 months
to implement, with meter installations beginning Q2 2011.

Marketwire.com article46

Xcel Energy CO, MN, WI 20,000 Xcel is piloting a smart grid system known as SmartGridCity in
Boulder, CO, testing peak pricing and in-home power monitoring and
management technologies. Cost recovery is pending commission
approval.

http://smartgridcity/xcelener-
gy.com47

Total 64,286,950



TEN MYTHS (& SOLUTIONS) ABOUT
ENERGY

We Can Achieve Energy
Independence: 

America’s oil production is 5 million
barrels a day but our consumption is nearly
20 million barrels a day. We are importing
60% of our oil. Until we end our foreign
dependence America must use renewable
energy and alternate forms of fuel. 

If Gas Prices Rise Abruptly, It
Must Be Due To An Oil Company
Conspiracy:

Easy to claim that however the truth
is oil and gas prices are only now catching
up to the overall rate of inflation over the
last quarter of a century, since most other
liquids (milk, boutique bottled water, etc)
already sell for well over $3 a gallon. 

Global Warming Is A Hoax: 
It’s unrealistic to think that we can

ever know with absolute certainty that glob-
al warming is really happening since scien-
tific proof involves controlled experiments.
Nor is there any argument that the earth’s
temperature has risen over the past three
decades. The real question is whether the
two are related. Regardless of which side
you come down on, though, the notion that
all the scientific evidence suggesting
Carbon Monoxide is a potentially serious
issue is a hoax is absurd. 

Nuclear Plants Are Just As
Unsafe As They Were At Three Mile
Island: 

Since the accident at Three Mile
Island in 1979, the nuclear industry has
improved their safety regulations astronom-
ically. Reactors run for years without having
to be shut down. In the past twenty-five
years all of America’s reactors have experi-
enced less than 50 shut downs total. Which
is why I have no hesitation saying it’s time
America built more nuclear power plants. 

Renewable Energy Is Universally
Popular And Completely Safe For The
Environment: 

For all the seemingly great ideas like
wind energy, there are arguments from
other groups, such as animal rights organi-
zations, which have an argument it is harm-
ful for wildlife where the wind turbines
would be places. For those that argue that
solar is the way to go there is the argument
that these large panels will block out light
for the area underneath them thus having
an effect various ecosystems. And hydro-
electricity has its share of enemies for
those who fear the environmental effects
damming can cause. Essentially there is a
cost, in many ways, to the argument that
renewable energy is free energy that bears
no environmental impact. 

We Are Entering An ‘Age Of
Natural Gas’ That Will Follow The Ages
Of Coal And Oil, And It Will Largely
Solve Our Energy Problems:

By some estimates we may have
enough natural gas to last 125 years if we

use that energy buried in the shale forma-
tions of the Barnett Shale formation and the
huge Marcellus formation, among others,
but we must be careful as “bubbles” can
occur, in this case, the speculated amount is
greatly overrated. It’s worth using but best
not to put all our eggs in the natural gas
basket just yet. 

Raising CAFÉ Standards 30% Will
Produce A 30% Reduction In Oil
Consumption: 

When the Corporate Average Fuel
Efficiency standards were first adopted
they helped raise auto average mileage

from 15.8 miles per gallon to today’s 27.5, a
73% jump. But our oil consumption has also
risen 33% during that period and the num-
ber of miles Americans drive per year dur-
ing this time frame has nearly tripled.
Greater fuel efficiency may have actually
encouraged some of this increase tempting
drivers to travel more. 

Electrical Transmission Lines
Cause Cancer: 

It is the NIMBY factor (Not In My
Back Yard) that led to the myth that close
exposure to power lines cause cancer. With
this fear there has been a huge lag time

since America updated its power line grid.
It is now a frail and outdated grid (remem-
ber the 2003 eastern US and Canada black-
out?). Electrical engineers are now refer-
ring the America’s electrical grid a “a third
world grid.” Time to upgrade. 

All The Government Has To Do Is
Choose The Right Energy Technology
And Subsidize It: 

We tried this idea with ethanol.
Farmers loved this notion of another form
of revenue until everyone saw how much
energy was required to grow the crops
that would be turned into ethanol never

ABRAHAM - TEN MYTHS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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Gasification2010TECHNOLOGIES

www.gasification.org

The 2010 GASIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES CONFERENCE 
is the largest gasification event in the world. It brings together the gasification industry 

for two and a half days of presentations featuring the latest information and analysis 

of developments and trends driving the industry, plus an unsurpassed opportunity 

for networking.

The 2009 conference featured:
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sion; processing wastes (including primary
mills, secondary mills, and paper mills);
and urban wood residues (such as con-
struction and demolition debris; yard
wastes; and discarded furniture, cabinets,
pallets, containers, and scrap wood). While
each of these supplies is relatively modest
by itself, the combination is a formidable
supply of biomass that could be refined to
supplant a portion of the petroleum the
U.S. currently imports.

GROW "ENERGY" CROPS. 
If the U.S. is to go beyond the fuel

production capabilities from the country's
existing supply of biomass, we will need to
make the production of fuel from biomass
consistent and sustainable, and that will
require cultivating "energy crops." The U.S.
already produces ethanol from corn, mak-
ing it the first crop grown in the U.S. specif-
ically for the production of energy.
Unfortunately, the use of corn for ethanol
has several distinct disadvantages, the most
important of which is its relative land effi-
ciency. For the U.S. to supplant all foreign
oil using corn ethanol (currently the most
popular non-petroleum fuel, by far), a total
of 561 million acres would need to be plant-
ed in corn, an amount of land that repre-
sents 29.7 percent of the 1,894-million-acre
total land area of the contiguous 48 states. 

The solution is finding alternative
crops that have much higher yields. There
are quite a few varieties of grasses and a
few types of trees that produce enough bio-
mass material to make their growth sub-
stantially more land-efficient than corn.
Two examples include switchgrass and
arundo (a perennial grass). One argument
against using energy crops for fuel is its
effect on the world food supply. In theory,
the addition of arundo and switchgrass to
the agricultural scheme should have very
little effect if energy crops are grown on
land that is currently not used for other
agricultural production. 

IMPLEMENT GOVERNMENT 
INTERVENTION WISELY. 

Based on the capital cost of thermo-
chemical fuel plants and cost of establish-
ing high-yield energy crops, it is estimated
that infrastructure capable of supplanting
all foreign oil would require $900 billion of
investment, but any attempt for govern-
ment to directly invest the amount needed
to make energy independence a reality is
not likely to yield ideal results. Still, to con-
vince private investors to pour billions of
dollars into the cause of energy indepen-
dence and the technologies necessary to
achieve it, there will have to be some leg-
islative action. 

There are many steps that govern-
ment can take to grow and protect an alter-
native fuel industry. For starters, the great-
est risk to a nascent alternative fuel indus-
try is attack from powerful predators—oil
exporters and multi-national oil companies.
It is essential to the long-term survival of
the industry that it be protected from a
reactionary drop in prices. 

One potential mechanism for protect-
ing the energy industry is the establish-
ment of a price floor for crude oil. The floor
price could be set to ensure that alterna-
tives, including fuel produced from bio-
mass, could compete with oil even in a
falling market. There are many ways to
achieve this effect, but the best approach is
an import tariff, which would help support
not only alternative fuels but also the
domestic oil and gas industry that has high-
er extraction costs than its overseas com-
petitors.

DEVELOP MORE FUEL-EFFICIENT CARS. 
CAFÉ standards, which were imple-

mented after the oil embargo in the 1970s,
have proven remarkably effective in driving
fuel efficiency. From 1978 to 1985, a period
of continuous increases in fuel economy
standards, U.S. oil usage steadily
decreased. Beginning in 1986, however, the
U.S. experienced a period of low oil prices.
When oil prices collapsed, interest in
increasing fuel economy waned. It was no
longer a pressing political issue. For this
reason, along with resistance from the auto
industry, CAFÉ standards have been large-
ly forgotten as a means of promoting
increased fuel efficiency. It's time for a new
focus on developing more fuel-efficient
vehicles. 

There are many proposed revolution-
ary innovations in vehicle design that could
significantly impact fuel demand. Hybrid
and plug-in electric hybrid vehicles are
some of the most promising options. The
forthcoming Chevrolet Volt, the first of the
mass-produced plug-in hybrids, is a step in
the right direction. Incremental steps are
important, and improved fuel efficiency is
essential, but Americans should beware of
any false sense of security. Our consump-
tion of foreign oil is so significant that no
amount of improved fuel efficiency is going
to bring energy independence without sig-
nificant production of alternative fuels.
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mind the price of food going way up
because of this. Even tropical farmers
have been burning rain forests and switch-
ing crops in order to ship bio-diesel to
Europe and America, proving that for
every magic bullet solution there are
numerous hidden costs and consequences. 

All We Need Is A New Manhattan
Project To Solve Our Energy
Problems:

The belief that we don’t have to build
better power lines, dig for oil and natural
gas, refine coal to be a clean energy
source, or build more (and safer) nuclear
power plants since all we need to do is put
our top scientific minds in a room and let
them figure this out is not realistic. Today,
we don’t even have a theory that suggests
where to look for some new source of ener-
gy we haven’t tried yet. There is no such
“Manhattan Project” style easy fix in the
offing. We must instead improve greatly
what we already have. 

About the author:
Spencer Abraham authored “Lights

Out” from St. Martin’s Press. 

SUMMARY
The collaborative model is a distinct

aspect of EPRI research, but applying this
approach to multiple large scale demon-
stration projects is relatively new. Utility
companies have embraced the approach. In
fact, EPRI has recently announced it is
extending the smart grid demonstration
initiative through 2014 and accepting new
members. 

Because electric utilities, in large
part, do not compete directly with each
other, common problems can effectively be
addressed across a large number of pro-
jects with minimal intellectual property
risk. While no single project can realistical-
ly test every technical scenario related to
integrating DER, having multiple demon-
stration projects with common goals
enables more research scenarios to be
explored to advance DER integration inter-
operability. With EPRI providing research
leadership across host-sites, a consistent
and scientific approach helps to ensure
results are extendable to all utility mem-
bers, even for utility members who are not
host-sites. The result is additional value
from the sharing of research plans, lessons
learned and gaps.

ACSI SAYS
ANN ARBOR, MI - Customer satis-

faction with the goods and services that
Americans buy and consume is steady for
the first quarter of 2010, according to the
American Customer Satisfaction Index
(ACSI). Although the index is unchanged
at 75.9 on ACSI’s 100-point scale, its level
remains high and almost every industry
has improved. Were it not for a slump in
satisfaction with hospital care, the overall
index would be higher than the previous
quarter. “Following the weakening in cus-
tomer satisfaction in the latter half of 2007
through late 2008, American businesses
have responded to the recession by
increasing or stabilizing customer satis-
faction,” said Claes Fornell, founder of
the ACSI and author of The Satisfied
Customer: Winners and Losers in the
Battle for Buyer Preference. “There have
been far more ACSI gainers than losers.
Customer service has improved and
buyer value for money is rising. The
progress in customer satisfaction is also
reflected in growing consumer demand
and spending – a key for the economic
recovery to be sustainable.” For its May,
2010 release, ACSI measured customer
satisfaction with the quality of products
and services in the utilities. 

UTILITIES
Customer satisfaction with energy

utilities, which provide natural gas and
electric service to households throughout
the US, has been holding steady for the
past three years with an ACSI score of 74.
Prices for gas and electricity have been
relatively stable over the past year and
moderate weather conditions in much of
the country have kept power and heating
usage at average levels. Among the indi-
vidual utilities, results were mixed.
Industry leader Sempra strengthened its
hold on the top spot, improving 4% to 83,
matching the highest ever score for a utili-
ty. NiSource and CMS Energy registered
the largest improvements, up 7% to 76 and
75 respectively. Dominion Resources and
Reliant Energy also made sizeable gains,
up 4% to 75 and 72, respectively. Three
years after recording one of the largest
single-year drops in customer satisfaction,
Ameren continued to rebound, climbing
4% to 71, nearly matching its level prior to
the drop. Three utilities moved in the
opposite direction. PPL Corporation took a
big hit, falling 6% to 74 after a new rate
hike took effect in January that raised
electricity prices by as much as 30%. Xcel
Energy fell nearly as much, dropping 5%
to 72, while PG&E regressed 4% to 70.
Overall, two-thirds of the utilities either
improved or stayed the same. 



The government wears many hats. We put them all in one place.

Looking for one place to get fast answers to your questions about government benefi ts and services? From Social 
Security benefi ts to government jobs to tips on cutting energy costs, USA.gov has you covered. It’s your offi cial 
source for all federal, state and local government information. Now that’s something you can hang your hat on.
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